RUTT Brian MRI 7T Future Lucas April 20 2012

FriSem in 050 Jordan Hall: 4:15 Friday;

joined Stfd faculty in Jan 2009;  was formerly at Univ of Western Ontario;
now at Lucas Center at Stfd;

sl = slide

nearly 40 years since first papers by Lauter/Mansfield

1980s  first appear of 1.5 T scanners

1990s  rapid growth of 1.5T ;  first appear of 3T

2000s  first appear of 7T

now there are a total of 20,000 human MRI scanners worldwide

60% are 1.5T 30% are  3T

now there are also 11.7 T human scanners 


worldwide installed base of high field > or = to 7T scanners;
(these are sometimes also called ultrahigh field)

backlog is 2 years at GE for 7T scanners)...

3T scanners  from 2001 to 2008  1.5 year doubling time in # of papers

and now  7T papers  have a 2.6  yr doubling time;

so, what are the  advantages of ultrahigh field = 7T and above...


incr snr which scales linearly with field

may be espec impt for non-proton imaging

body is main source of noise at 7T...(more so than thermal noise from scanner)

non-proton scanning, eg na, carbon, phosph

incr spectral resol.  better res of spectral peaks for both proton and multinuc imaging

and incr T1  relax times... so can wait longer  and let blood flow farther
better ADL = arterial spin labeling and time-of-flight MRA

incr susceptibility effects
improved BOLD contrast

parallel  imaging = u can go faster
can do parallel transmit and or receive  = TX AND  RX =receive  improves B1 distortion

32 element brain coil  can go faster at 7T... subst. benefit of high field...


*****
yr 2000  Robitaille publishes an 8T  MRI  see can see black veins  coursing over  cingulate...
deoxy hemoglobin in veins causes BOLD...
this was so revolutionary that people thot he may have faked the photo;

he shows images from  UCSF group 
metcalf in J neuroimaging in 2010
he shows MS plaques
<0.3 mm in-plane resolution

Duyn+  PNAS 2007 line of genari in calcarine is  easily seen...

epi = equiplanar images...

head size gradient coil...

use 32 channel RF loop head coil  (at NIH)
Polimeni+ neuroimage in 2012

on high res fMRI at 7T...

 Kerchner+ pub in Neuro  in 2010  high res HC = hippocamp imaging at 7T

studied subcomponents of HC to predict progression of Alzheimers...
Kerchener was at ucsf and now at stfd...


speaker: Brian Rutt =  BR  came here in 2009...


one of the first  GE 7T was placed at Stfd  (we collab closely with GE)

can get 220 micron in-plane resol with 1.5mm slice thickness

11 min scan...

he shows a coronal FSE...

body interferes with RF at  300  megahz.. so it destruc interferes...

220 micron  by  1.5 mm  
(i believe avg  densityof neurons is about 100k neurons per mm3)

head interacting the coil... and distorts the field...

lots of jeff kirchner images...
high res images of HC at 7T

wants to measure the stratum radiatum in HC  which is a fraction of a mm... 


Jeff finds  focal atrophy of the CA1-SRLM in Alz Dis = AD


we (Jordan Hall  CNI) have a Discovery MR750 3T  dating from 2008)

newest from GE is a Discovery MR950 7T dating from 2011

first 7T was 2002 NIH theen 2004 to Niigata then 2004 UCSF  then 2005 at Stfd  (GE 7Ts)

Lucas just got an upgrade..

much better thermal dissipation (does need to cool down every 10 mins)


upgraded  ge mr950 at stfd in 2012  we have 2 parallel tx channels.. will get more...

much better angiography.. he shows AVM and lenticulostriate artery...


RMS fluctuations of 7T is only 0.07% and so physio noise predominates over  scanner noise...

spin echo = SE  (smaller signal) but more selective cuz its confined to capillaries and sm vessles at 7t.
(not confounded by signal from larger vessels)

vs  gre = gradient echo  (normal method)


****


collab with michael zeineh  here  at med center... he shows struc mri..
at 7T see  tiny little holes in cortex  that are not seen at 3T...
these are from brain specimens that have ben mri'd... (ie NOT in vivo;
simply,  piece of brain placed in scanner);  holes seen in Alz Dis.


get better contrast gain  with plaque imaging ...

at 7T  get more  SAR  absoption of radiation...

Brian himself feels his head getting hot when he is in the 7T MRI.

see bad B1 distortion at 7T... b1 inhomogeneity...

worried abt the hot spots  which are due to the E field.. whch cannot be measured
avg  E power is ok... but  how hot are the hot spots and where are they...RF is split into 0 degr AND 90 degr


MP2RAGE  method for using a ratio to improve image  (post-processing)
eg see  marques in 2011...


stnd quadrature transmission is what we have in CNI
divide RF into 0 degr and 90 degr...


RF  B1 shimming strategy...


John Pauley is our leader here in k-space trajectory techniques...  
he is doing novel pulse design

*****

Mehdi Khalighi...  e and m modeling  here

trying B1 homogeneity....

he shows results using a shim vs pTx to improve    homogeneity...

******

he shows a  CUBE FLAIR  whole brain  tour  thru many slices  in an AP tour...


michael zeineh  can find  HC thinning in epileptogenic foci...


STN = subthalamic nucleus in parkinsons  pts


clincal collegues interested in AD = alzheimers

and PKson  dis...


parallel transmit is complicated;  even  MGH is struggling with it...
need to  put them transmit coils next to the head with the receiving coils.
in a cylinder that head goes into;

Q abt dti...  getting better results at MGH at 7T...


40  Siemens  7T  (more Siemens)  and some Philips and some  GE..

BW Q:  why r there more Siemans  machines at 7T...
his A:  faster iterations of their prototype  sites
(more parallel  transmit and parallel receive)  ie Siemans
had tighter collab and was more responsive to investigators.

Siemans got the connectome grant....

MGH  got connectome grant
Siemans was willing to go out on a limb...

Q abt physio effects of high T:  starting to induce (visual) phosphenes 

